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Abstract
Mobile edge devices see increased demands in deep neural networks (DNNs) inference while suffering from stringent constraints in computing resources. Split computing
(SC) emerges as a popular approach to the issue by executing only initial layers on devices and offloading the remaining to the cloud. Prior works usually assume that SC
offers privacy benefits as only intermediate features, instead of private data, are shared
from devices to the cloud. In this work, we debunk this SC-induced privacy protection
by (i) presenting a novel data-free model inversion method and (ii) demonstrating sample
inversion where private data from devices can still be leaked with high fidelity from the
shared feature even after tens of neural network layers. We propose Divide-and-Conquer
Inversion (DCI) which partitions the given deep network into multiple shallow blocks
and inverts each block with an inversion method. Additionally, cycle-consistency technique is introduced by re-directing the inverted results back to the model under attack in
order to better supervise the training of the inversion modules. In contrast to prior art
based on generative priors and computation-intensive optimization in deriving inverted
samples, DCI removes the need for real device data and generative priors, and completes
inversion with a single quick forward pass over inversion modules. For the first time,
we scale data-free and sample-specific inversion to deep architectures and large datasets
for both discriminative and generative networks. We perform model inversion attack
to ResNet and RepVGG models on ImageNet and SNGAN on CelebA and recover the
original input from intermediate features more than 40 layers deep into the network. Our
method reveals a surprising privacy vulnerability of modern DNNs to model inversion attacks, and provides a tool for empirically measuring the amount of potential data leakage
and assessing the privacy vulnerability of DNNs under split computing.
© 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Introduction

In a modern Internet of Things system, distributed intelligent devices and a server in the
cloud form a hardware backbone to realize complex deep learning systems [75, 76, 83].
With such a system, it is natural to split a deep learning workload between the devices
and the server in support of distributed computing which is known as as split computing
(SC) [65]. Specifically, for a DNN with M layers, devices execute the first L layers and send
the resulting features to the server, which then completes the remaining (M − L) layers. In
prior literature [66, 75, 79], it is assumed that SC protects data privacy given the difficulty
of recovering original data from features when L is large. In this work, however, we demonstrate that it is still possible to invert a sub-network of many layers without depending on any
real training data [26, 94] or input-space priors (e.g., pre-trained generative models [74, 94]).
In numerous real-world SC applications [24, 47, 89], an off-the-shelf pre-trained DNN
is split into two parts and then deployed to devices and the cloud separately. Common threat
models for recovering raw data from a deOn-Device Subnet
On-Cloud Subnet
vice (Fig. 1) therefore assume that the adversary has access to the on-device subnetwork (termed as target model) as well
Shared
Feature
as the shared feature activations. The
adversary can be considered as either an
Inversion
honest-but-curious server or an eavesdropModel
per over the communication channel. Prior
attack methods [26, 88], in addition, as- Figure 1: Illustration of model inversion atsume that the dataset used for training the tacks to a DNN under split computing. An
target model (or a similar dataset [94]) are adversary retrieves shared feature activation to
available for the adversary to train its inver- recover the raw input with an inversion model.
sion model. In practice, however, it could be unlikely for an adversary to know or obtain
these real data. Moreover, a line of approaches [60, 74, 94] rely on pre-trained generative
models [12, 48] to perform inversion. Due to a similar reason, it may be challenging for the
adversary to obtain such generative models without having information on the real data.
In this work, we focus on a white-box and data-free model inversion attack. Previous
theoretical [6, 32, 55] and empirical [26, 37, 78] studies have shown that inversion attack
becomes more difficult as the depth of the network that computes the feature increases.
To overcome the increased complexity and non-linearity of the target model as the depth
increases, we propose a divide-and-conquer inversion method that partitions the inversion
into sequential layer/block-wise inversion sub-problems. For each sub-problem, an inversion module is built and optimized to reverse the input-output function of the corresponding target layer/block. To support optimization of inversion modules, we exploit synthetic
data generated via minimizing the discrepancy between (randomly initialized) dummy input’s feature statistics and the corresponding statistics stored in batch normalization (BN)
layer [72, 87, 90]. With synthetic data proxies, we are able to optimize the inversion model
to enforce feature embedding similarity with respect to the original counterpart. We call
it cycle consistency-guided inversion. Combining aforementioned techniques enables us to
successfully scale zero-shot model inversion to deep architectures and large datasets without
strong assumptions on model or dataset priors.
In summary, we make the following contributions: (1) We propose an inversion method
based on a divide-and-conquer inversion (DCI) and a cycle-consistency loss on synthetic
data. (2) We demonstrate that the method generalizes to both discriminative and generating
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PSiM
[25, 26]
No requirement of real data
No requirement of pretrained GAN
No req. of specific arch. or weights dist.
Generalize to both disc. and gen. models
No adversarial training
Fast (e.g., single-pass) inversion
Sample-specific inversion

IHT
[32]

INNs
[7, 8]

✗

✗
✗

PlugPlay
[69, 74, 85]

DI
[59, 90]

rMSE
[40]

GMI
[94]

✗
✗
✗
✗

✗
✗
✗
✗
✗

✗
✗
✗

✗
✗
✗
✗

Ours
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Table 1: Comparison between our approach and prior work.

models, even for large datasets (i.e., ImageNet [19] and CelebA [61]), surpassing state-ofthe-art baselines. (3) We demonstrate that DCI can be used as a tool to analyze the inversion
difficulty at different layer depths as well as the trade-off between utility and defense.

2

Related Work

Prior model inversion attacks have been mainly pursued in three directions: analytical inversion, generative inversion, and input optimization-based inversion. This work aims to relax
some strong assumptions made by prior arts, such as the requirement for real data, pretrained
image priors, and intensive optimization. These assumptions may cause attacks to be timeand resource-consuming, inflexible and susceptible to distribution shifts between data used
by the target model and data used for training the inversion model.
Analytical Inversion. Analytical inversion studies the theoretical invertibility of neural networks [5]. [6, 32] theoretically show that the approximate reverse of a layer by transposing
its weights matrix, based on the assumption that its weights are random-like, which is not
always true for a pre-trained network [13, 58]. Lei et al. [55] indicates that a layer can be
inverted via linear programming assuming its output dimension is greater than twice its input dimension. However, this assumption does not hold for most classification models [38].
Despite theoretical soundness of analytical inversion, there is still a discrepancy between the
setups of theories and those of contemporary pre-trained models. Moreover, these methods cannot scale to large network sizes beyond MNIST [54]/CIFAR-10 [52] level, and the
recovered images are noisy [6].
Generative Inversion. Generative inversion aims to learn (or leverage) a generative model
that reverses the input-output mapping of the target model. ‘Plug&Play’ methods [69, 78]
utilize a pre-trained generator (e.g., BigGAN [12]) as the ‘image prior’ to generate images
that maximize the activation of the target model. If pre-trained generators are unavailable,
a generative model will be trained on the original dataset of the target model [26, 94]. The
dependence on the pre-trained generator, the original dataset, and challenging adversarial
learning [4, 51] limits the practicability of generative inversion. In addition, these methods
focus on class-specific instead of accurate sample-specific inversion. For instance, given the
feature of a husky dog image, generative inversion may recover a Teddy dog image because
the generator adds some semantic-related (e.g., a dog in general) but sample-unrelated (i.e.,
the specific dog) information during inversion [74, 94]. This problem would be exacerbated
if the data used to train the generator had a different distribution than the original data.
Input Optimization Based Inversion. [14, 15, 35] show that one can reveal certain information of training set by optimizing a dummy input to match pre-stored feature statistics [90]
or maximum activation of neurons [68]. However, these methods are all designed to leak
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arbitrary training samples instead of targeted sample inversion. In addition, these methods
remain computationally heavy.
Gradient Inversion. Training neural networks requires gradient estimation from a batch of
data. [31, 36, 60, 91, 98] demonstrate that sensitive input data can be leaked given gradients.
Different from gradient inversion which mainly targets on recovering input from gradients
during training, we focuses on reconstructing input from feature map during inference (especially for spilt computing scenarios). More detailed comparison is provide in Tab. 3.

3

Method

Before describing the proposed method, we introduce some notations. Consider a multi-layer
on-device (discriminative or generative) sub-network with L layers, F1:L (x) := FL ◦ FL−1 ◦
· · · ◦ F1 (x). Fk represents the k-th parameterized layer which may include its associated
batch normalization [45] and activation. Fk:l is the sub-network containing k-th to l-th layers
inclusively. In this work, we consider the following question on model inversion attacks [29,
85]: given a sub-network F1:L pre-trained on dataset D, is it possible to learn its approximate
−1
−1
−1
reverse counterpart F1:L
(where F1:L
: F1:L
(F1:L (x)) = x′ ≈ x) without access to D?

3.1

Divide-and-Conquer Inversion

DNN consists of blocks of layers, with each layer producing an intermediate feature map that
is consumed by the next layer as input. Prior research has demonstrated that neural networks
produce more abstract feature maps as the depth increases [10, 27, 71, 77]. Consequently,
existing studies have reported the difficulty of inverting deep models [25, 26, 32, 63]. To circumvent the difficulty of approximating all stacked layers, we first split the overall inversion
problem into several layer-(or block-)wise inversion sub-problems before combining them.
To this end, we present a simple yet effective inversion strategy called Divide-and-Conquer
Inversion (DCI) that progressively inverts the computational flow of DNNs. Comparing to
end-to-end inversions [85, 94], DCI has two advantages: (1) a single layer (or block) has
less non-linearity and complexity, and is therefore easier to invert; (2) DCI provides richer
supervision signals across layers (or blocks), whereas the overall inversion only utilizes supervision at the two ends (i.e., the input and output) of the target model.
Starting from the first layer, DCI inverts each layer/block Fk with two goals: (i) inverting
current target layer Fk with an inversion module Fk−1 of similar size, and (ii) fine-tuning the
newly inverted module Fk−1 to ensure that it works well jointly with all previously inverted
−1
layers F1:(k−1)
. The necessity of the second objective comes from the non-exact inversion of
each layer/block. Otherwise, a small error could be amplified along layers [23]. Therefore
we refine inverted modules to minimize the accumulated error. According to existing literature [93, 96] We use ℓ1 distance to measure the reconstruction loss. For the first objective,
we minimize the layer reconstruction loss,
Llayer = uk − Fk−1 (Fk (uk ))

1

,

uk = F1:(k−1) (x),

(1)

where uk is the input of the target layer/block. As for the second objective, we aim to ensure
−1
−1
= Fk−1 ◦ F1:(k−1)
.
the reconstruction quality of inversion modules up to the layer k such that F1:k
−1
′
This translates into minimizing the distance between inverted input x = F1:k (F1:k (x)) to the
original input x, where we introduce another loss term for this purpose:
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Limg (x, x′ ) = ∥x − x′ ∥1 ,

−1
(F1:k (x)) .
x′ = F1:k

5

(2)

Cycle-consistency Guided Inversion. We further re-exploit the target model for stronger
inversion guidance amid the unique setup of the inversion problem. As we reverse the computation of the target model, this forms a natural loop with the original computation flow.
Inspired by perceptual metric [93] and cycle-consistent image translation [96], we measure
the quality of reconstructed inputs by re-checking them with the target model.
The main idea is that if the reconstructed input is faithfully and semantically close to the
original input then the target model should produce similar, if not exact, feature responses
at all layers. To this end, we feed the reconstructed input back to the direct (target) model,
and minimize the distance between features of the reconstructed input and original input at
various depths. We refer to this as cycle consistency that is defined as follow:
Lcyc (x, x′ ) = ΣLl=1 ∥F1:l (x) − F1:l (x′ )∥1 .

(3)

This enables a better utilization of the features from the original input twice to provide richer
supervision: (i) In Eq. (1), we use features of the original input F1:(k−1) (x) as the reconstruction objective; (ii) The cycle consistency loss (Eq. (3)) also uses features of the original input
as a reference and enforces the inverted input similar to those of the original input.
With all the above losses, the overall optimization objective for an inversion layer can
thus be expressed as Lk = Llayer + Limg + Lcyc .

3.2

Data Sampling

One remaining challenge to optimize inversion modules is how to obtain input data x. When
the target model is a generative model (i.e., the generator of a generative adversarial network [3]), obtaining input data is as simple as randomly sampling latent codes from a Normal
distribution [4]. However, when the target model is a discriminative model, it is infeasible to
sample data from the original data distribution under the data-free setting.
Inspired by adversarial-free generative models [11, 56] and data-free knowledge distillation [87, 90], we leverage these techniques to generate a small dataset for training of
inversion modules. In particular, we generate a batch of data by minimizing the difference
between features statistics of the synthetic data x̂ and statistics stored in batch normalization
(BN):
minx̂

∑l ||µl (x̂) − BNl (µ)||2 + ∑l ||σl2 (x̂) − BNl (σ 2 )||2 + λ Rimg (x̂).

(4)

Here, µl (x̂) and σl2 (x̂) are features statistics computed at the l-th layer. BNl (µ) and BNl (σ 2 )
are their corresponding statistics stored in a BN layer. Rimg is the image regularization like
total variance [34] to make derived images more natural [90]. Minimizing the difference of
features’ statistics is equivalent to reducing the probability distance [56] between distributions of synthetic data and real data [18]. Thus, the synthetic data can be treated as data from
a distribution that is similar to the underlying distribution of real data and thus can serve as
a reasonable proxy for training of our inversion modules.
Note that there is still a gap between the synthetic and original real data. Different from
our approach, prior generative inversions cannot utilize this synthetic data because they are
sensitive to this gap due to the following reasons: (1) Generative inversions [26, 78] train
a generator (in a GAN framework) as the inversion model, whereas the GAN training is
very sensitive and challenging given only synthetic data [51, 81, 95]. The resulting efficacy
falls short to DCI, as we will show later in Sec. 4.2. (2) Prior works [26, 69, 78] require
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Real images x from the ImageNet validation set.

Inverted images from ResNet-50’s (supervised [38]) features after 42 conv. layers.

Inverted images from ResNet-50’s (MoCoV2 [17]) features after 42 conv. layers.

Figure 2: Inversion attacks to ResNet-50 (sup. and self-sup.) without access to any real data.
the whole training set (e.g., more than 1M images) to train the GAN. Yet deriving massive
synthetic data remains slow [90]. In contrast, without any adversarial learning, DCI does not
have the above disadvantages when using synthetic data because of its progressive inversion
nature and cycle consistency supervision. DCI is data-efficient and can be enabled by only
10K synthetic images. In contrast, generative methods requires the access to the original
ImageNet training dataset containing 1.28M real images [69, 94].

4

Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate the efficacy of our inversion attack to discriminative and
generative models. Without any strong assumptions such as real data, costly input optimization, or pre-trained image priors, we significantly scale model inversion attack to very
deep architectures (e.g., RepVGG-A0, ResNet-18, ResNet-50, and SNGAN), high resolution input (e.g., 224 × 224px for ImageNet and 128 × 128px for CelebA), and different pretraining methods for the target model (e.g., supervised and self-supervised). Due to page
limit, we present more implementation details (Appendix B), additional inversion results
(Appendix C), and ablation studies (Appendix D) in the appendix.

4.1

Inversion Attack to Deep Models on the ImageNet Dataset

Inversion Attack to RepVGG-A0. We consider the inversion of RepVGG [20], which is
one of the state-of-the-art classification models with a deep architecture. It has a ResNetlike [38] multi-branch topology during training, and a mathematically equivalent VGGlike [73] inference-time architecture, which is achieved by layer folding. Specifically, we
consider RepVGG-A0 [20] with 22 convolution blocks, each of which is comprised of a
convolution, ReLU, and BN layer, yielding a 72.41% top-1 accuracy on ImageNet [20]. Using our DCI strategy, We invert one block with an inversion module at a time. Each inversion
module has a similar architecture as its target counterpart but with reversed input-output dimensions, and is optimized via Adam [49] for 6K iterations. We use 10K synthetic images
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as detailed in Sec. 3.2 to train inversion modules. Inversion attack results are displayed in
Fig. 3. Remarkably, our inversion recovers very close pixel-wise proxy to the original image
from the 21-th layer’s activation (with spatial size 14 × 14), preserving original semantic and
visual attributes, such as color, orientation, outline, and position.
Inversion Attack at Varying Depths. We visualize the
inverted images from different layer depths of the target
model in Fig. 4. As the depth Real images x of 224 × 224 px. from the ImageNet validation set.
increases, inverted images become more blurry, losing more details. It is caused by

−1
Recovered images from features after 21 blocks F1:21
(F1:21 (x) .
information filtering due to
Figure 3: Inversion Attack to a pre-trained RepVGG.
the classification nature of the
model [92]. To quantify the changes, we also provide peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [1]
and perceptual metric (LPIPS) [93] between real and inverted images at different depths. The
quantitative results are consistent with the qualitative observations. An intriguing observation from Fig. 4 is the consistent preservation of high level information across the majority
of layers, which challenges prior security arguments in split computing [24, 28, 47]. As
shown in Fig. 4, we can achieve nearly perfect recovery from outputs of the 5-th blocks
(with spatial size 28 × 28) that already past three stride-2 convolutions. which were regarded
as lossy operations. We find that increasing the depth of on-device sub-network is not always effective in making inversion more difficult. For example, in Fig. 4 (right), features
from the 8-th to 16-th blocks results in inverted images with comparable quality in terms of
PSNR and LPIPS. In addition, we notice an obvious drop of inversion quality (i.e., PSNR)
after the second convolution layer which has 48 in and out channels with a stride of 2. This
layer repeatedly reduces the feature size from 48 · 1122 to 48 · 562 , resulting in information
loss [64, 97] and increased inversion difficulty. The following (i.e., the third) layer has a
stride of 1 and the same input and output sizes. According to Fig. 4 (right), this layer may
enhance some information [42], resulting in an improved inversion quality.
In addition, we find that
the final two layers dramatically degrade the inversion
quality. One can still recognize the class of inverted
1
5
10
15
21
images after the penultimate Figure 4: Inversion from features at increased depths. (Left)
(i.e., the 22-nd convolution) Number indicates layer depth. (Right) PSNR and LPIPS at
block. However, if we in- various layer depths. Shaded region is the standard deviation
vert features after the fi- across samples from ImageNet validation set.
nal (i.e., the fully-connected)
layer, only the predominant color is discernible as shown in Appendix C. This suggests
that class-invariant information is rapidly filtered out towards the end of the model. This
is consistent with observations in transfer learning [57, 92, 100] and self-supervised learning [16, 33, 39].
These results provides several insights to the privacy vulnerability of split computing.
For an extremely compact edge device, only few (e.g., 5) blocks can be on the device and the
other layers have to be on the cloud. In this case, inverting from the output of the 5-th blocks
results in recovered images with many details, e.g., in Fig. 4, even tiny bottoms and knobs on
Original images - ground truth

Images inverted from 2nd layer's output

Images inverted from 5th layer's output

Images inverted from 11th layer's output

Images inverted from 17th layer's output

Real image
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the oscilloscope are well recognizable. If the edge device has mediate computation/memory
capacity, more (e.g., 15) layers can be on the device. Inverting from 15-th block’s output will
mainly reveal “large structures” (e.g., outlines, colors, and shapes), also leading to privacy
concerns. Both cases debunk privacy of split computing that is presumed safe.
Inversion Attack to ResNets. To demonstrate the general applicability of the proposed
method, we present inversion results for additional networks on the ImageNet dataset, encompassing a variety of architectures (ResNet-18 and ResNet-50) and pre-training methods
(standard [38] and self-supervised [17]). Each BasicBlock unit in ResNet-18 comprises
two convolution layers (with
BN and ReLU) and a shortcut connection, and is inverted individually. Fig. 5 depicts the inversion results of
Real images from the ImageNet validation set.
pre-trained ResNet-18 on ImageNet. With the proposed
method, we can recover rec
ognizable input images after
−1
Inverted images after 15 conv. layers F1:15
(F1:15 (x) .
up to 7 blocks that contain a
Figure 5: Inversion attack to a pre-trained ResNet-18.
total of 15 convolution layers
and one maxpooling layer. We observe inversion can still restore images with high fidelity
that contain similar visual details as the original images.
We next move to invert pre-trained ResNet-50 and investigate both a standard supervised
model [38], and the recent self-supervised model MoCoV2 [17] in Fig. 2. We observe that
a stronger feature extractor (i.e., MoCoV2) preserves more information, resulting stronger
inversion, when compared to a standard supervised training of the same network architecture (the second and third rows in Fig. 2). This is consistent with the recent findings in [91],
showing that self-supervised models are more vulnerable to gradient inversion attack. These
results demonstrate that we are able to recover recognizable input images for up to 42 convolution layers and one max pooling layer in total.

4.2

Comparison to Prior Art on Inversion Attack

We compare DCI to prior model inversion attacks under the data-free setting in Fig. 8
and Tab. 2. Among the baselines considered, DDream [68] and DI [90] are data-free approaches. They randomly initialize a dummy input and optimize it to recover data samples.
Since these methods start from random initialization, it is unlikely to recover a specific instance of input image. Moreover, most of inverted images are visually bizarre. DCI utilizes
the synthetic data generated by DI [90] to optimize inversion modules, and achieves samplelevel inversion with significantly improved quality of inverted images. In addition, both
DDream and DI require 20K forward and backward passes to optimize inputs – while our
method only needs one forward pass through inversion modules, hence is more efficient.
PSiM [26] and GMI [94] require the original training data of the target model and auxiliary
data [94] to train the inversion model. For a fair comparison, their inversion models are instead trained using synthetic data. As we discussed in Sec. 3.2, these generative inversions
do not work well under data-free setting due to their sensitivity to shifts between real and
synthetic data distributions.
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SNGAN generated samples x = G(z).

Inverted images x′ = G(G −1 (G(z))).

Figure 7: Inversion attack to SNGAN.

4.3

Inversion Attack to GAN on the CelebA Dataset

We next demonstrate that our DCI can also be applied to generative models. This experiment
focuses on the popular SNGAN architecture that has 2.72 Inception Score (IS) on the CelebA
dataset of 128 × 128px resolution [67]. SNGAN [67] comprises 17 layers, including one
fully-connected layer at the start, one convolution layer at the end, and 5 residual blocks.
Each residual block consists of 3 convolution layers [53].
We partition the inversion of the entire SNGAN model into inversions of the first fullyconnected layer, the last convolution layer, and each of 5 residual blocks. For mathematical
consistency with prior GAN literature, we use G : z → x to indicate the target generator. z
represents the real latent code that generates x = G(z). We aim to learn G −1 that faithfully
reconstructs z given x. To evaluate the quality of inversion, we use the inverted latent code
z′ to re-generate an image x′ = G(z′ ), which is referred to as the second generation.
The adversary can manipulate the second generation by varying the inverted latent code
for downstream attacks [86].
For instance, an adversary
may perform linear interpolation between inverted laFigure 6: Images from interpolation of inverted latent codes
tent codes α · z′1 + (1 − α) ·
G(α · z′1 + (1 − α) · z′2 ).
z′2 with different factor α ∈
{0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} in Fig. 6 to get manipulated images. In addition, results of Fig. 6
validate that the inverted latent codes fit into the original latent code distribution, akin to
GAN inversion literature [55, 86].

4.4

Trade-off between Utility and Defense

We next demonstrate that it is quite challenging to defend against the proposed inversion
attack by perturbing features while preserving the accuracy of target model. Following prior
work of split computing [24, 76, 83], we use the first 35 layers of ResNet-50 as the on-device
sub-network and perform inversion attack to the features generated by this sub-network.
Three widely used defense strategies are tested as follows.
Noise Injection. One straightforward attempt to defend inversion attack is to add noise on
features before sharing [70]. We experiment with Gaussian and Laplacian noises which are
widely used in defenses of inversion attacks [80, 82] and differential privacy studies [2, 30,
99]. We refer to the standard deviation of a noise distribution as noise level and increase
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Real

PSiM [26]

GMI [94]

DDream [68]

DI [90]

Ours

rMSE [40]

Figure 8: Qualitative comparison on RepVGG-A0 inversion under data-free setting.
Method

PSiM [26]

GMI [94]

rMSE [40]

DDream [68]

DI [90]

Ours

MSE ↓
LPIPS ↓
PSNR ↑
Inference† (s) ↓

0.092
0.725
9.080
2.4 × 10−1

0.104
0.751
9.395
7.2 × 10−2

0.082
1.082
10.90
2.1 × 102

0.186
0.904
9.534
5.5 × 102

0.080
0.602
10.93
1.9 × 103

0.013
0.443
18.83
1 . 5 × 1 0 −2

†

Inference time measured on NVIDIA V100 GPU for one inversion of batch size 4.

Utility (Acc.)

Laplacian
75
65
55
45
35

Gaussian
7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0

0 0.05 0.1 0.12 0.15 0.17 0.2

75
65
55
45
35

Dropout
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0

0

0.1 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5

75

6.8

65

6.2

55

5.6

45
35 0

5.0
0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

Defense (100/PSNR)

Table 2: Quantitative comparison to prior methods under the data-free setting.

Noise level
Noise level
Sparsity level
Figure 9: The utility and defense trade-off of defense strategies. Red (green) lines are the
100
accuracy (defense effect PSNR
) when different noise/sparsity levels are applied to features.

it gradually to observe the trade-off between utility and defense, which are measured by
100
100
, respectively. A greater PSNR
value indicates
the accuracy of the target model and PSNR
increased resistance to inversion attack. we observe that the trade-off between utility and
defense mainly depends on the magnitude of noise levels and less related to the noise types.
In addition, both types of noises will introduce a non-negligible accuracy drop for the target
model. For instance, after adding Laplacian noise with the scale of 0.2, the recovered images
are still clearly recognizable. However, the accuracy of target model drops for about 20%
because of the noise.
Feature Dropout. We also experiment feature dropout defense by randomly setting elements
in features to zero [41]. The results of varying the sparsity level of features are shown
in Fig. 9. We observe that all defense methods will degrade the target model’s accuracy and
impede the inversion attack simultaneously. Although feature dropout can better preserve
target model’s accuracy, it also has less defense effect. These findings validate the non-trivial
trade-off between utility and defense, and motivates future research on advanced defense.

5

Conclusion

This work presents Divide-and-Conquer Inversion (DCI) that scales model inversion attack
to large-scale datasets (e.g., ImageNet and CelebA), deep architectures (e.g., RepVGG and
ResNet), and different model types (e.g., discriminative and generative). Our experimental
results show that it is still possible to recover well recognizable images given features after
up 42 convolutional layers on ImageNet while existing attacks all fail. We hope the proposed method can serve as a tool for empirically measuring the amount of data leakage and
facilitate the future study on privacy of split computing.
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